rubin to speak here

Vippe co-founder and author of the controversial book, he will speak at Stephen Center at 6 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 12.

The speech, entitled "The Big Lie," is co-sponsored by SMC's Academic Freedom Commission, the Student Senate, and the Student Coalition for Peace and Justice.

Rubin was one of the leaders of the free speech movement at the University of California at Berkeley in 1964. As a result of his role in the Festival of Life, he and Abbie Hoffman were arrested at the same time as the 1968 Democratic Convention. He was tried and acquitted of conspiracy charges.

There will be a 25 cent admission charge.

world briefs

1971 New York Times News Service

Washington--A costly program of "pacification" and other unconventional warfare strategies for Cambodia that would protect South Vietnam was thrown out by American leaders last week. The program, sponsored by Congress, is designed to help the Vietnamese government defeat the Viet Cong. The program has been condemned by the United Nations, which considers it a violation of the Geneva Accords.

Calculate--Military equipment has been arriving in Cambodia by special plane every day for some time. The Bengali forces, who are fighting for East Pakistan independence, will reportedly receive US $25 million to be used to pay for supplies and activities against the Pakistani army. According to reliable sources, India and Pakistan have reinforced their troops on both the Eastern and Western borders.
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Moratorium planned today

The People's Coalition, which sponsored the nationwide Moratorium in October of 1969, has named today as Moratorium Day.

The program will be entitled "Things as they might be," and is part of the VRI Program on Non-Violence and Justice Studies. Fr. Maurice Amen, director of the Non-Violence Program, said that the purpose of the moratorium is to "provide a forum for the discussion of various topics. It's an informal learning experience where people get together and express and share ideas."

Nickel Psychiatry

Fr. Amen added that the moratorium will have a lighter side. "It's not going to be completely serious. Some of us are going to have a good time.

SMC must judge LeMans plan

by Maria Gallagher

Contrary to what was reported yesterday in The Observer, LeMans Hall will not experiment with a new parietal policy until the plan has been approved. Missy Underman, chairwoman of the Student Affairs Committee, and Marzie Hurak, LeMans hall president, announced the parietal hour proposal formulated by Darlene Gallina, Gary Caruso, and Mary Kay Tohin in no way connected with the proposed LeMans Hall Experiment. "The parietal experiment," continued Missy Underman, "in LeMans Hall was not voted on by the Student Affairs Committee. It was formulated by the LeMans Hall Council and the plans are not completed.

Miss Underman noted that the parietal hour proposal would give each hall the power to "formulate and exercise jurisdiction of hall parietal policy. In short, hall parietals would rest with the halls.

Rubin to speak here

Vippe co-founder and author of the controversial book, he will speak at Stephen Center at 6 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 12.

The speech, entitled "The Big Lie," is co-sponsored by SMC's Academic Freedom Commission, the Student Senate, and the Student Coalition for Peace and Justice.

Rubin was one of the leaders of the free speech movement at the University of California at Berkeley in 1964. As a result of his role in the Festival of Life, he and Abbie Hoffman were arrested at the same time as the 1968 Democratic Convention. He was tried and acquitted of conspiracy charges.

There will be a 25 cent admission charge.

Attention: SLC MEETING

The Student Life Council will hold its Thursday night to discuss two different proposals for University sanctions.

The meeting will be held in the Center for Continuing Education (Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

The agenda includes:
- General discussion of drinking, parietals, and sanctions. Voting. SLC members only will be allowed to speak.
- Vote on the Hall Life Committee report.
- Vote on the alternative talks.

Although he resisted discussion of the agenda of the talks, all, asserting that it would be premature to do so.

President Nixon announced another presidential trip.

Nixon to meet Soviets at Moscow summit talk

Washington, Oct. 12--President Nixon discarded today that he will go to Moscow for a summit meeting with Soviet leaders next May.

The announcement was made by the President himself at a surprise news conference at the White House this morning.

He read a formal statement that was released simultaneously in Moscow and opened himself to questions on a variety of foreign and domestic issues.

Nixon described his visit to Moscow as "independent" of his proposals to the People's Republic of China, which he announced last July, insisting that neither trip "is being taken for the purpose of exploiting what differences may exist between the two countries.

On the contrary, he stressed that both trips were conceived with a single purpose in mind--achieving "better relations" with the Communist world--and that neither trip "is being taken at the expense of any other nation." Nixon said he planned to visit speaking first, and suggested that he had chosen the month of May so as to coincide with Soviet visits between the China journey and the beginning of the political season at home next summer.

The President said the trip would be "not a working visit," that his visit to the White House this morning. He said he hoped to confer with Premier Aleksandr Kuygyan and President Nikolai V. Podgorny, but expected his most "significant" encounter would be with Leonid I. Brezhnev, Chief of the Communist Party and Russia's most powerful figure.

Although he resisted discussion of the agenda of the talks in detail, asserting that it would be premature to do so.

President Nixon said he and his Soviet counterparts would review "all major issues," including arms control, the Middle East, East-West relations and other matters.

Without directly saying so, Nixon suggested that nothing would delight him more than to see Moscow, to join the Soviet leaders in signing a straigtn arms limitation agreement. He said that "we are making progress toward" such an agreement, and expressed the hope that the issue of arms limitation "may be behind us" by the time he goes to China.

Nixon said the idea of a summit meeting had been discussed informally at various levels of the United States government ever since he entered the White House and with the Soviets on several occasions during the last 12 months--but that he had resisted the notion until he sensed that there had been satisfactory progress in bilateral negotiations both on the high level and on lower levels, and some evidence that the two nations were near a breakthrough agreement on specific, concrete issues.

Nixon went on to say, however, that a careful examination of the last two years revealed that there had, in fact, been sufficient progress in United States-Soviet relations to convinced him and his Soviet counterparts that a summit could be staged with at least a reasonable hope of "making significant progress."

As evidence, he listed treaty negotiations with the Soviet Union, banning nuclear weapons from space, along the continental shelf, a treaty curbing the use of biological weapons, and an agreement designed to reduce the risk of accidental war.

Leader says they will walkoff next time

Band objects to halftime antics

There's a good chance that the band will leave the field if students swarm all over it during the halftime show. They did during the Michigan State game, and the President, Band, President, Greg Caneta.

Band Director Robert O'Brien and Caneta realized the students who ran on the field during the Michigan State game, halftime show, and said they felt such activity should be banned. "We've pretty much decided that we'll leave the field,"

Caneta said if there was danger of someone being hurt.

The disturbance, O'Brien felt, was definitely not caused by malice, but rather out of thoughtlessness and impulsiveness for the people who spent many long hours in working out the schedule and the program.

O'Brien said he wouldn't object to people walking on the field if they had a special time to do so, but when the band was off the field.

He added that while realizing no one runs on the field deliberately to disturb the band, the situation is still "dismaying and discouraging."

Caneta pointed out the perils of students watching on television as fans of both bands. O'Brien cited letters he has received from the public as proof that the fans were willing to pay to see the game.

Both men expressed concern for the safety of the people involved.
Dr. Ackerman, new asst. dean of students comments on his job
by Larry Dailey

Dr. Robert Ackerman feels that his appointment as the new Assistant Dean of Students is "reflection of the university's concern towards the development of the student's life outside the class room."

Asked his impression of the role of an assistant dean of a modern university, Ackerman first explained that his position "is not a universal title, since not everybody does the same thing."

Although realizing that he is considered a disciplinary agent, Ackerman commented, "I look upon myself as more of an educator and counselor. Acting within these two fields, I feel that I can fulfill my responsibilities towards discipline, since it is an important part of the outer class life of the student."

Dr. Ackerman also confessed that he enjoyed "all aspects of university life" and feels that "Notre Dame is at a threshold" in its history. Since he completed his doctorate in the area of student development, Ackerman considers himself professionally trained and hopes to "bring a new perspective to campus life."

He hopes "to bring a new perspective to campus life."

Even though he has been on the campus for only six weeks, Dr. Ackerman has already demonstrated his enthusiasm towards student campus life. Along with members of the hall judicial boards, Dr. Ackerman has undertaken the publication of a manual for members of all hall judicial boards.

Debaters win

The Debate Club captured two trophies over the weekend at the University of Kentucky's annual tournament but failed to win first place.

Seniors Tom Gies and Mike Connor advanced to the semi-finals as a team before dropping a 2-1 decision to the eventual tournament winner.

They argued the affirmative side that present investigative apparatus of the welfare program is unfair and violates human rights. The topic for this year is that greater controls should be imposed on the gathering and utilization of information about U.S. citizens by government agencies.

The team of Senior Tom King and Junior Jack Kenney was undefeated in the sex preliminary rounds and reached the quarter-finals, where they lost the 2-1 decision.

There were teams from 31 colleges and 17 states in the tournament.

Sophomore Parents Weekend Buffet Dinner
Saturday Oct. 30 after the Navy game featured speaker 'DIGGER' PHELPS tickets will be on sale Oct. 11 thru Oct. 15 in the lobby of the Dining Halls PRICE: $6.50 those who have already purchased their tickets may pick them up at this time
2 hall commissions merge

by Ann McCarr

The Academic Commissions of Farley Hall and McCandless Hall have merged in an experiment in the area of hall life. This merger was proposed by Chris Singleton and Farley, when he learned that Mary Kay Tobin, of McCandless, had been authorized to institute the Hall Fellows program in McCandless this year.

The Hall Fellows program, which has been practiced at Notre Dame for several years, gives students a chance to meet to the faculty on a more casual, communicative level. Singleton felt this would benefit McCandless because the Farley program had been operating for several years and that the students of both halls could benefit greatly from such a relationship.

Miss Tobin and Singleton agreed that a true community feeling was definitely lacking at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. Both student bodies have wrong impressions of the other campus. These impressions lead to grave misunderstandings.

Realizing that misunderstandings of this type are detrimental to both coeducational plans and the personal development of individuals, Singleton and Tobin proposed this experiment to their hall councils. Both the Farley

and McCandless councils agreed to the plan in late September. Though this program is academically oriented, it is hoped that a close relationship will develop between the two halls. Singleton and Tobin intend to accomplish this by starting at the hall section level with discussions on topics of general interest. Lectures and meetings are planned at both halls to acquaint students with the atmosphere of dorm life on both campuses.

"The biggest problem," according to Chris Singleton, "is that there are no 'stay halls' at Saint Mary's, as there are at Notre Dame. Each year we'll be working with a new group of girls. This means an annual regeneration of interest in the program."

This type of program has been tried in the past and has not met with much success. The other major problem is that the students fail to cooperate to a great extent. To really be successful, the experiment has to be fully supported by the residents of both halls, which are approximately equal in size.

At the present time, the program for the year is just being organized. However, a series of lectures, "The Future of Notre Dame," which will feature such speakers as Edmund Stephan, chairman of the board of trustees, and Emil T. Hoffman on the Bug Band Era.

ND/SMC bus scheduling complaints are explained

On October 11, the Observer presented several complaints concerning the shuttle buses to Mr. Timothy H. Poley, assistant to the director of analytical studies. The following are these complaints and the responses they received from Poley's office.

Complaints have been received stating that the shuttles start at 12:15 a.m. often do not run. A case in point is that of a St. Mary's freshman picked up hitching back to SMC alone at 12:30 a.m. because the shuttle has failed to appear and she was late for curfew.

Poley responded that as far as his office and the bus company knew there was a shuttle operating at this time. He did suggest, however, that there are so many new drivers this year who are unsure of the campus and the schedule, that the failure of the bus to appear was due to a misunderstanding on the part of the driver.

On Friday and Saturday nights two shuttles are run, as opposed to only one on weekdays. One of these buses goes home at 3 a.m., the other at 3:30. The 3 a.m. bus puts up the garage sign after it leaves St. Mary's the last time. It does return to Notre Dame before going to the garage. The sign is put up for the benefit of those students who board the bus at the Grotto, planning to ride it around Notre Dame and then back to St. Mary's. This bus goes only to the library before going to the garage, leaving students traveling to SMC farther away than when they started.

A new bus is scheduled to leave St. Mary's between 5:30 and 6 p.m. to alleviate overcrowding on the 6:15 bus. The problem at this time Poley stated was not that the bus was not showing but that, because it was so quickly filled to capacity, the drivers were leaving ahead of schedule.

Neighborhood Study needs more tutors

The Neighborhood Study Help Program needs tutors to work in the South Bend schools one or two afternoons a week from 12:45 to 2:15 P.M. Transportation will be provided. Volunteers are also needed from 6:30 to 8:16 in the evening center two nights a week (Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday). Interested contact Tom Reid at 7927. John Rampf '47, M. J. Griffin '54, Red Durieux '55, and Jerry K. '74.

Notre Dame - Saint Mary's Theatre presents John Webster's

THE DUCHESS OF MALFI

October 15, 16, 21, 22 and 23 O'Laughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's 8:30 p.m. sharp. Ticket Reservations - 284-4141 or at O'Laughlin Box office

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except holidays for the students of the University of Notre Dame and Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $5 per semester from The Observer, Box 2, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.
The Budget; A good job, almost

Among a number of wise budget decisions made by the Student Senate the other night, one foolish move robbed the students of one of the most valuable services offered them.

By refusing to grant the Scholastic money to publish the Course Evaluation Booklet, the Senate eliminated one of the most valuable publications on campus. The Booklet, in the past, reviewed most of the Notre Dame Arts and Letters courses, thus covering the largest college in the University, in one which virtually every student takes courses at one time or another.

The Scholastic was willing to devote time and effort to the task of publishing the booklet, all they asked of the Senate was money to finance it. Instead, it was suggested that they cut one-seventh of their scheduled products to produce it. This is obviously impractical.

Even if a smaller allocation had been voted, the Scholastic might have found a way to produce the booklet for less cost... But the members of the Student Senate could not even see a partial allotment.

Luckily, a far less plebian mood prevailed when the Senate voted to allocate the cultural money. Though the Student Union's Cultural Arts Commission's original budget request was almost equal to the $37,500 allocation received by the American Societies, the Senate cut the Cultural Arts budget request by almost equal to the $37,500 allocation received by the American Societies, the Senate cut the Cultural Arts budget request by almost 70 percent.

The increased allocations for the Mexican-American and Afro-American Societies were wise and generous decisions. Both organizations set forth year-round programs which justified the monies that they requested.

Though the Student Union received far less than it originally asked for, the money looks to be well spent. The mood prevailing the Union this year is a way from grandiose mass events and towards more informal affairs, and that's a good thing.

Though the Student Union's Cultural Arts Commission's original budget request was almost equal to the $37,500 allocation received by the entire union, their programs of events should be equal if not better than last year's.

It's probably too late to save the Course Evaluation Booklet this year, but the Senate managed to learn from its mistakes of last year, when it voted the halls a paltry sum. The situation had better be different next time.
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-- Letters --

**Editor:**

The Pride I felt after that fantastic display of Notre Dame spirit on the field at halftime, and in the stands during the fourth quarter, will probably never be equaled for me. Before 60,000 fans on the scene, and many more watching television, the students of Notre Dame, or at least a very active minority, showed what they are made of. All the students of this intelectual community owe a great debt to the expanded pep band who, by running roughshod through the marching band, rallied a thousand more intelligent young men and women to the field to gawk at the cameramen who were looking back with the interest of a normal person watching the activities of the insane.

Yes, we all owe the people who represented us on the field at halftime a great debt for having the talent and courage to do what most of us were too inhibited to do. Even the ABC commentators were impressed as evidenced by the continuous comment that, "I've never seen anything like this." They even went so far as to call it a "spontaneous Notre Dame Band." It's just too bad the band didn't leave the field so that the more representative student group could have had greater freedom.

It's also a shame that the other manipulation of what it means to be an ND man was not covered by the television cameras. Imagine the pride we would have felt if television audiences could have seen the mini-skirted girls being passed up into the stands on the hands of sensitive, emotionally mature MEN. Although such an activity would normally constitute assault, it's all part of the traditional Notre Dame mentality that the nation saw so much of Saturday. Besides, we all know the girls love it.

Thank you beer slayer, gaping students, and everyone who was passing people up into the stands for showing the nation exactly what Notre Dame is really like. After Saturday's display, there will undoubtedly be many people calling du Lac the Harvard of the midwest.

---

**Whose halftime?**

**Editor:**

The Notre Dame Student Body is mature, responsible, considerate, and capable of determining and controlling their own lifestyles and affairs. At least that's what people are led to believe by the actions and words of student "backs" and student publications. Students here show their exemplary behavior by being at their very best at times when millions of people are watching via television.

I refer specifically to the exhibition that took place during the halftime show of Saturday's game. Students showed deep concern for their fellows, consideration for the other fans, and provided the television audience with an insight into the unique intellectual and athletic reputation of Notre Dame by running onto the field and acting like two year-olds. This com

---

**Cultural Arts Commission**

**Popular Film Series Presents**

**The Fox**

Oct. 14 and 15

7:30 & 9:30 p.m.  Price $1.00

---

**Engineering Auditorium**
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**Dining Halls Thursday and Friday**

---

**LEATHER LTD**

**has changed**

custom leather-jeans-sandals
mocc-boots-pottery
118 south main

featuring Male jeans

---

**Editor:**

Congratulations, Notre Dame! You finally made the big time - now you are fully qualified to go Ivy League all the way. The antics of the Skin Group at halftime on National TV during the Michigan State game signal a low in South Bend. It has become customary to see Harvard, Columbia and Princeton people leading the fringes groups, but when it happens at Notre Dame, some type of comment has to be made.

Based on observations on TV, it would appear that not one percent -30 percent of the student body are rank exhibitionists, eager to jump at any excuse to comport themselves in a way which will disgrace themselves, the school, their parents and all the traditions of the past. In this case, they chose National TV in a year when the football team is struggling to establish itself in the national rankings. This was a phony occasion and a phony excuse and the crooks who went on the field at halftime were really not there to support the team but rather to display themselves and perhaps back in the reflected glory which the team generation never had.

Can this group of exhibitionists be so naive that they do not know that by conducting themselves in such a manner - and in such a state of undress - they give aid and comfort to the legion who hate Notre Dame and who leap at the opportunity to criticize.

How long do these sweet uninhibited souls have to be exposed to Notre Dame before they get the message that the place is something special, something not to be lightly considered and something not to be cheapened? The Alumni have sold it for years and have shown difficulty is to be accepted at Notre Dame and how high the standards are going to be. Somebody has been kidding somebody. Either the University has been pulling the legs of the Alumni or the advertisements have been showing the Administration Office because, let's face it, there was no CLASS exhibited on the field at halftime last Saturday - except by the guys field is mostly phoney anyway. Past generations of Notre Dame men have cherished national championship football teams in this stadium without once putting grass on it. That was back in the dark ages when Notre Dame men wore shoes and covered their faces with shirts - and, if I would remind you, back in the days when Notre Dame won national championships - can there be a moral there?

No person of reason can find much fault with youthful enthusiasm or a little bell raising on campus in the heat of a football season. That is part of the whole business of college life. On the other hand, a certain amount of responsibility is expected to be shown in tempering that enthusiasm, especially at Notre Dame. The people who shame Notre Dame at halftime last Saturday just don't understand the meaning of responsibility or class. Fortunately there were a great many who stayed in the stands and were probably as disgusted as the rest of us by the display. Unfortunately the image carried by the TV viewer was that of the wholesome people in the stands but of the unseemly on the field. Even old pro Bill Fleming of ABC was once to struggle to find the right words to describe it. There will so doubt be a few fansube to do with the feeling that they created something of a stir on National TV. But who is to blame?

The rest of you who showed such good support by not taking part in "Operation Shame Notre Dame" know that you were commanded by all those who hold dear the green and white. Keep up the good work. The end of the chaff on the campus - and keep up a real old time support for the team - it is the only very best we have ever had.

Smith A. Funk
N.D. 1950
In this day and age of uninhibited show and tell, with movies like With a Stitch and looks like Naked Came the Stranger, there is a sense of fresh air.

Many of you probably know Jamie "Naked" Egan, the one-time actor of James Egan. Many know him only as he is known to the strippers at the Notre Dame football games. And most probably wouldn't know him from Adam.

And yet at such a time in the history of this national game, our own little joy has been un démarched by effete, egotistical souls, trying to perpetuate and perpetuate, satirize and vitrilize, it is well indeed that there exists someone to be back to the reality and existence of the Irish.

Jamie "Naked" Egan is such a man, a social savior. A man who models himself after such realists as Blaze Starr, Kandy Kane, Maria Montez, and many others who know where the real interests of the masses lie. A man who is not afraid to "show it like it is."

Jamie "Naked" Egan, naked of course. The exact location of this historical birth has nothing to do with anything. The important fact is that "Naked" be called and probably not even "Naked" will give.

And while most of us are fragmenting and getting our clothes all implanted in our psyches as we grow up, the only hang up Naked had was his mother's attempt to make him come out by wearing clothes.

Frew would call this desire to remain unclothed an attempt to get naked. To get naked, a man would call it the desire to be naked.

But as it usually happens, those in power force the nondescripts to conform, and Naked's case was no exception. They would let him into grade school he would be fully clothed.

But as a true revolutionary, Naked would fail their attempts at conforming, and would tend school minus some piece of clothing, usually underwear.

Jamie "Naked" Egan
Reveals All.

...of clothing, usually under-very. Yet it was not until his sophomore year (at Notre Dame) that the new famous "Naked Kahuna" made his personal commitment and finally showed what kind of stuff he really was made of.

"Basically, people really love nudity, and I feel it my duty to supply it to them. I looked at myself in the mirror at the end of my sophomore year, naked of course, and decided that I was probably the best supplier on campus."

And that in a nutshell, is how the passion was born. But the road has not been easy. Along the way there have been zippers that got stuck and buttons that refused to open. But like all dedicated idealists, there were inspirational people to carry him through the rough days.

But no professional ecologist can ever change the natural growth of some sort of gimick. Lotte Lenya, an exotic dancer who is based everywhere pretty well, but operates mainly in Dallas uses an exploding cock. And Penny Cullin uses the "tossed" towel he gave her admirers.

But Naked felt it would be too hard to "go back into the Stadium, and after hours of practice, he gave up on the tossed towel he had to the hunt for his special gimmick.

...and after. Those great giving Jamie's performance an added lift are his faithful holders, "Squirting" Q. Sturm, and "Lightning" Tom Davis.

There is one thing that bothers the Kahuna though. All this co-education stuff has seemingly passed him by. And that makes the Kahuna feel rather unwanted. What the Kahuna would really like to do is work in tandem with a female who is committed to the flesh, and the appeal of the naked body.

According to Naked, there would be only a few requirements for a female Kahuna. One would be that she must look good both in and out of a bathing suit. The other is that she would have to be willing to practice with the Naked Kahuna at night, in private of course.

As for the future, the Kahuna is negotiating with the Bears for stripping rights in Soldier's Field. And if the Bears don't try and cloth(e) (wash my mouth with soap) the Kahuna in green khakis, you'll probably be able to find the Naked one in Naked City, Indiana judging the end of the Naked Miss Universe Pageant there during the summer.

And for those of you who are thinking about following in the Kahuna's footsteps, offers you these inspiring words. "Grunts aren't born, they're made."

And coming from the mouth of Jamie Egan, you can bet that's the naked truth.

LaFrance 1st in ND Open golf

Junior Mike LaFrance, captain of the Irish golf team, carded rounds of 78-74-73-72-78 to defeat 94 other amateurs and capture first place honors in the Notre Dame Open golf tournament.

LaFrance's 329 score gave him an eight-stroke edge over runners-up Chuck Voelker, a junior and also a varsity golfer, and freshman Mike Kistner.

The tourney was held in gloriously cold, rainy and overcast weather on the Burke course in South Bend. The winner of LaFrance's 12-man field was to receive $1000 and $1250.

Also finishing in the top ten were Phil Byrne (289), Jeff Burda (304), Black Boett (304), Marty Best (315), Jim Barbour (315), Fred Lehman (314) and Gary Quinn (315).
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LaFrance's 329 score gave him an eight-stroke edge over runners-up Chuck Voelker, a junior and also a varsity golfer, and freshman Mike Kistner.

The tourney was held in gloriously cold, rainy and overcast weather on the Burke course in South Bend. The winner of LaFrance's 12-man field was to receive $1000 and $1250.

Also finishing in the top ten were Phil Byrne (289), Jeff Burda (304), Black Boett (304), Marty Best (315), Jim Barbour (315), Fred Lehman (314) and Gary Quinn (315).
Tuesdays, $10 cover charge

Wed.- Ladies night - Ladies free, guys $1.00

2 drawings every set for free

champagne

Friday & Saturday $1.00 cover charge

OPEN DAILY 8 pm till 3 am